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"The Pledge of Allegiance is the ABCs of
civks, lf you have trouble with the Pledge,
yo;,1
'ie going to have trouble with a lot of things
dm1vr,t;,e road," said Secretary of Education
Will,._;irnBennett on NBCs Meet the Press,
S,'.:
1Aer,1L,e·,4. The question was raised in the
wake o[ Hiecor•troversyabout the Pledge in the
1988presidentialcampaign.
ln t 977 the Massachusetts legislaturepassed
one-sentence amendment stating: "E2.ch
hc.1che! '.Ii the commencement of the first class
of eii.chJay in aH grades in all public schools
shall lead the dass in a group recitation of the
'Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag! "
Contrary to many national media reports,
the Massachusetts bill did not require the

sti~dents.to participate, nor did it impose
penaltie,son a,_1yoac.
Governor Michael Dukakis solicited an advisory opinion from the Massachusetts Supreme
Com,. Five of the judges (including three
Dukakis appointees) wrote that the bill was
unconstitutional,but they recognized that the
U.:S, Supreme Court has never ruled on this
i°'•,ne.The other two judges wrote that the
fvfassadmsetts law meets every constitutional

,tanda,·i:l.
Go,;ern01 Dukakis then vetoed the bill The
Massachusetts legistature responded by overriding his veto by overwhelming margins: 201
lo 7.7 in 1:1eHouse and 24 to 7 in the Senate.
FoUo ..,,;ng the House override, the legislators
1ose rncl sang "God Bless America .."
This 1977 law is stiil on the books. H has
nev;~r been enforced, and it has never been
chitl!tc11ged.
The Ivfo.ssachusettslaw is not unconsi.irutional, and advisory opinions do aot make
l~ S:C,,

Opponents of the law often cite the 1943
case of West Virginia v. Bamette, to support
their position. This U.S .. Supreme Court case
held that it was unconstitutional to compel a
Jehovah's Witness child to salute the flag under
penalty of expulsion from the public schools
followed by prosecution for truancy, The Massachusetts law is very different; it merely requires
texhers to iead the Pledge of Allegiance.
Supporters of the bill say teachers are taxvayer-paid employees, and presumably the
~r:ne has the right to impose conditions of
employment on them.
While the U.S. Supreme Court does not give
'·'advisory opinions," many commentators argue
th&J the Court would probably uphold the
Massachusetts law. In a 1979 case, the high
Coml upheld a New York law forbidding the
employment of teachers who are eligible for
citizenship but refuse to seek naturalization. In
1964, the Supreme Court refused to review a
1957 New York court decision that it is
constitutional to require teachers to lead the
pJP;dgeso long as there is no penalty for students
who 1efuseto recite it
I!

More than one third of challenged instructional materials were removed or restricted last
year, according to the 6th annual report by the
People for the American Way (PAW) on
alleged censorship in U.S. public schools. The
report sets forth a long series of complaints
made by parents about school curricula during
the past year.
PAW sees these incidents as a challenge to
public education and an attempt to prevent
schoolchildren from being educated to become
"productive, responsible citizens" who "think
critically" and "understand and respect viev,s of
those different from them."
PA W's 1988 booldet citesspecific complaints
brought by teachers, librarians, and parents
about textbooks and librarybooks. Each individual phrasebelow is from a different incident
and is a direct quotation from the PAW
booklet For the convenience of the reader,
these quotations have been grouped by subject
One large category of comphi.ints involved
the language used in the school books: "objectionable language . , . foul language ... profanity and unsuitable language ... every swear
word there is ... profanity .. , filth and smut ...
affensi~re la.nguage ,.. , littt~r-~4 '+Vithdirty
words . , . full of obscenities ... repulsive language , .. vulgar language ... vulgarity ... dirty,
filthy language ... obscene, trashy gutter language that would gag a maggot"
Another category involved incest "a 14year-old girl's experience of incest ... passages
on incest"
Many complaints were levied about "graphic
sexual scenes . sexuallyorientedlanguageand
content . , , explicit sexual references . , . overly
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Some complained about anti-parent textbooks: "discussions that questioned parental
authority ... anti-family ... ideas that conflict
with family values ... persistent themes of rebellion against parents and authority figures . , . a
negative value system!'
Others objected to school books that indoctrinated children with concepts of "globalism
( one-world government) , .. world peace
through nuclear disarmament ... lack of an
American perspective."
Many complained that materials were simply
inappropriatefor school instruction at particular ages: "negative and frightening illustrations , . too scary for first-graders.. , depres-

sing , , . sarr:::~smand humor not comprehensible by children .. filth and g::11
bage .. , violent
acts by childien."
The above are anspecific complaints about
actual books cmrently used in public schools,
according to the PAW report. The complaint
initiators variously requested removal of material, an alternate assignment, that the material
be used only in higher grade levels, or that
parental permission be obtained before the
material was used with their children,
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explicit .. , encouraging promiscuity , . , promote extramarital sex and casual sex ... rape,
prostitutionand drugs."
Another group of textbook complaintsmade
in various states included: "promoting the
occult and the worship of Satan ... witchcraft
and the occult . , , demonic . , . mocking God . , .
preoccupation with occult practices, violence
;:tnd aberrant behavior ... interest in the
occult . , , books on the occult .. , teaching
magic and witchcrnJt ... overtones of witchcraft, mysticism, and fantasy .. , the religion of
the occult . , . advocating satanism, the occult,
and witchcraft , , , teaching magic and witchcraft"
Complaint initiators objected to schoolbooks
that promote anti-social behavior: "teach children how to feel comfortable with pornography
and feelings of incest , .. promoting prostitution, promiscuity, homosexuality and bestiality . , . replete with scenes of intrusion, oppression, cannibalism, abduction, transformation, incantations, deceptions, threats."
Another category of complaints involved
teaching religion in the classroom: "Hinduism,
mind control, and brainwashing .. , yoga exercises ... mind control techniques ... promoting
Far Eastern religion .. , discussing Eastern
religions."
Some complaints involved alleged attacks on
religion: "teaching values and morals contradictory to Judea-Christian traditions ... implying that God is not sovereign . . . secular
humanism .. , situation ethics , , . teachingreligion and invading students' privacy."

These attempts by parents and school personnel to protect their children from such materials
are labeled "censorship" by PAW, which
asserts the right of the public school to compel
children to study "a broad spectrum of ideas
that may challenge comfortable assumptions or
inherited wisdom." A school official in Arlington, Texas, stated, "It's not like-this was the first
time [students] were censored. They live with
censorship every day so this is nothing new."
This school was included in the report for
"changing the nature of characters and deleting
dialogue"from a high school productionof "A
Chorus Line."
Another example of PA W's response to
schools who are sensitive to the wishes of their
employees and the community they serve is
seen in their report of cornplamts on the re,(ding
series, Impressions PA VI stated, "the most
the
alarming outcome of the controversy
publisher's response, Newspaper accounts in
both Oregon and Washington indicate that
Holt, Rinehart & Winston plans to cut many of
the controversial_ stories from a forthcoming
edition of the readers, essentiallycapitulating to
the censors."
II

WilliamJ Bennett
At his last news conference before leaving
from the Department, Secretary of Education
William J. Bennett released a new booklet
called the "James Madison Elementary School
Curriculum." It makes a strong plea for improved content in the materials and courses of
study used in the nation's 81,000 elementary
schools and provides a sample of what an
exemplary core curriculum would be for kindergarten through the eighth grade. This booklet is
a sequel to the James Madison High School
Curriculum released last year.
The model curriculum of Bennett's mythical
James Madison Elementary School specifies
that, from the first grade on, students should not
only be introduced to the classics of children's
literature, but given a rigorous schedule of
mathematics and science, plus "early, continuous and cumulative instruction in history,
geography and civics." Bennett disdains,however, any attempt to prescribe a national
curriculum;inste;;i.dhe is offering constructive
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critique and suggestions.
Bennett points out that current so-caHed
"educational wisdom often stgads oppos~d to
common sense; today, unfortunately,much c,[ tt
also stands opp03ed to coment" fa teacher
training institutions,content-rich materials are
derided as "rotelearning"and "mere facts,"aind
teachers are told that children can be taught
"higher-order thinking skills" without fast acquiring specific knowledge.
Bennett cites several prominent authorfties
who have criticized the current low-level content of school materials. For example, Harvard
University's Jeanne Chan has identified a "4th
grade slump" in reading comprehension.One
reason may be that school books are so dull, as
Bruno Bettleheim has pointed out
The most important part of the elementary
school learning process is the first grade where
phonics should be taught, according to Bennett,
if the child is to progress further. Bennett says
that phonics instruction should be completed In
the second grade and, within a short time
thereafier, the child should no longer be "learning to read, but should be reading to learn."
Asserting that "determining goals for elementary curricula isn't an esoteric or scientific
pursuit for experts only," Bennett encourages
parents to get involved in the curriculum
content area. The James Madison Curriculum
booklet contains reading lists for all the elementary grades to which parents can refer and
on which they can rely.
By consulting these lists, parents can assess
whether or not their local schools are assigning
worthwhile books. Parents can guide their
children to select the better books from optional
reading lists or the school library. (These
readinglists are reprintedon page 4.)
!I!
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Out of 27,983 students, omy 588 took
FamilyLife and Human Development electives
last year in Montgomery Coooty, Maryland
high schools. According to The Montgomery
Journal, "students shy away from the human
developmentcoursesand chooseinstead to take
their electivecourses in computer applications,
industrialarts,businesseducation,auto mechanics
and higher level math, science and physics
courses."The high schools'biologyand general
sciencecoursesincludea unit on familyplanning
and contraception which require parental permission.
The New York Ti-mes asked, "Are private
schools better [than public schools] because
they have fewer administrators?" in an August
31 article. In their search for an answer, they

notedthat theNew York CityBoardof Education
has 6,447 administratorsworkingat its Brooklyn
headquarters(one for every 147 students),while
the Roman Catholic Archdioceseof New York
has 27 administratorsservingits schools(one for
every 4,200 students).In Chicago,the Catholic
Archdiocesanschoolsemploy36 administrators
(one for every 1,333 students),while the public
schools employ 3,000 administrators in their
central and district offices (one for every 36

students).
The poem "Dreadful" was the subject of a
letter to Ann Landers this §mmner. "Dreadful,"

whichdiscussesa childwho eatshis baby sibling,
was assignedto an 8-year-oldwho said to her
mother, "I didn't like it very much, but the
teacher thought it was funny." Mrs. Landers
responded, "That poem is from a book called
Where the Sidewalk Ends(© 1974, Evil Eye
Music,Inc.).The authoris ShelSilverstein.Some
peoplethinkit is veryfunny.I am not a fan of sick
humor. In my opinion, this poem does not
belong in a book for 8-year-olds."
Tactics fm· Thinking will be the subject of a
IIJational Cunicmum Study Institute Program
October 17-19 in Portland, Oregon. Participants in the Association for Supervision and

CurriculumDevelopment(ASCD)institutewill
learn 22 separate tactics for thinking in three

primary skill areas.The August 1988 ASCD
Update announced that it "will continue to
closely monitor any instance in which the
[Tactics for Thinking] program is challenged."
(See EducationReporter,August 1988.)
Teachers fear that English students are
watching videos and listening to cassette cliff
notes instead of reading assigned books and
plays. Videostoreemployeeshave receivedcalls
from studentswho do not want to read assigned

materials. Other evidence of videos replacing
books, teachers say, is that in students' papers
characters are referred to by the actor's name,
and scenesfrom the movienot found in the book
are discussedin detail. Teachersare responding
by showing tlje film and asking students to
compare it with the book or by testing the
studentson sectionsof the book not in the film
version.
Opinionpolls show 80 percent of teenagers
say drug use and drug distribution lawr. are
not sirict e111m11gh,
according to William
Beooett, immediate pru.;tSecretary of Educa~
tlon. He interpretsthis to mean, "Theyare scared
and want to be protectedfrom drugs."
iVlississippi's kindergartners will not take
st:mdardized tests this year. Educators do not

want to make kindergarten"an earlyfirstgrade"
with a rigid structure, accordingto Mississippi
Department of Education spokesman Jack
Lynch.Since 1982, kindergartenmustbe offered
by Mississippi schools, but attendance is

optional.
Education Reporter (ISSN 0887-0608) ispublished monthly by Eagle Forum Education &
Legal Defense Fund with editorial offices at
Box618, Alton,fllinois62002, (618)462-5415.
The views expressed in this newsletter are those
of thepersons quoted and should not be attributed
to Eagle Fomm Education & Legal Defense
Fund, Annual subscription $25. Back issues
available @ $2. Second Class postage paid at
Alton, Rlinois.
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While Americans believe geography is important, they "appear to be seriously lacking in
basicgeographic knowledgeand skills," according to a recent international Gallup survey
conducted for the National Geographic Society.
Over ten thousand respondents from the United
States, Japan, France, West Germany, the
United Kingdom, Sweden, Italy, Canada and
Mexico participated in April and May this year.
The responses of Americans were contrasted
with those of the adult U.S. population of 40
years ago as well as with current responses from
respondents in the other surveyed countries.
When asked to identify specific places on a
map of the world, every other country except
Italy and Mexico ranked higher than America.

r

<t 44 million Americans cannot identify the
Soviet Union or the Pacific Ocean.
e 58 million Americans cannot tell direction
on a map (this despite the fact that 69% of
Americans think it is absolutely necessary to be
able to read a map).
11 l 05 million Americans don't have any idea
of what the population of their own country is.
fj) 117 million Americans don't know where
Vietnam i.s.
Responses to survey questions revealed that:
.. Despite heavy U.S. involvement in Central
America, only half of all U.S. adults know that
the Sandinistas and Contras have been fighting
in Nicaragua.
• One in three (32%) Americans cannot

PERCENTAGE
IDENT
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Map used in poll

St.LouisSchools
TryNew Techniques

St. Louis area school systems are incorporating many new techniques into their curricu60
lum for this fall. According to the September 5
Post-Dispatch,
"Back-to-basics teaching is
50
out ... In vogue are things called critical
~il
thinking, cooperative learning, assertive discipline and matching learning styles with teaching
3t1
techniques."
These techniques are not new to St. Louis
w
schools. For instance, assertive discipline, in
rn
which new teachers and bus drivers in the
suburb of University City have just been
t1
Brnzil An~enti110ChiI@ hn.1 BoI i11i11ColombioPon.19m1u
Er1111doitrained, has been used in another suburb
SO!HH
1umm:nH
rmnmms
district, ~~'""''~~ since 1981. Assertivediscipline has been described as old-fashioned rules
* 11.S.
H.S.(19~7)
and expectations that "carry not only penalties
"Among the 18 to 24 year old group, the U.S. name any of the members of NATO. Sixteen for disobedience but rewards for compliance."
Rockwood has its own new techniques. In
finished last."
percent (16%) bestow NATO membership on
six
of that district's schools, students in grades 3
the
Soviet
Union.
Moreover, only the United States appears to
o11Half ( 50%)cannot name any Warsaw Pact through 12 will participate in a pilot program to
be heading in the wrong direction. The United
States is "the only country in which the nations. Eleven percent named the United learn "critical thinking." Rockwood students
will participate in cooperative learning and
youngest respondents (age 18 to 24) did not States as belonging to this alliance.
mapping, two other trendy educational topics.
•
Only
57%
could
identify
England
on
a
map
surpass the oldest group tested (age 55 and
Some St. Louis area teachers feel that, while
of
Europe.
Brazil
(61
%)
is
the
only
South
over)."
American country correctly identified by even these techniques can be used effectively in
Under the heading "Discussion of What half of the respondents.
moderation, to use them exclusively, while
Americans Don't Know" this Gallup survey
• New York State was correctly identified abandoning proven teaching methods, may
concluded that from a map of the 48 contiguous states by only mean denying their students the opportunity to
w 24 million Americans cannot identify the 55% (37 different states were identified as New learn content and methods learned by their
Ill
U.S. on a map of the world.
18 peers throughout the United States.
York, from Maine to Florida).
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Miseducation: l'"'re-Schoolers at
David Elkind, New York: Alfred A.
220 pp., $16.95.
Perhaps we should not be surprised
in
the 1980s, when the deterioration of standards
in American
education and its results
became widely publicized and the era of the
"yuppie" was in bloom, another trend appeared:
an attempt by many parents and educators to
make very young children,even infants,perform
at levelsfar advanced for their age - to become
"superkids."
Dr. David Elkind, a professor of Child Study
at Tufts University, warned America of the
dangers of forcing children to mature too soon
in his 12 earlier books, including The Hurried
Child and All Grown Up and No Place to Go:
Teenagers in Crisis.Now he has identified an
equally dangerous trend. Rather than hurrying
children to behave like adults, today's parents
are force feeding them facts and skins through
very early formal education. Elkind calls this

"miseducation."
His book traces the roots of the problem to
what he calls "gold medal parents," who urge
tiny tots to excel in sports before their muscles
have fully formed; "gourmet parents," who try
to give their offspringan edge over the competition; and others who turn to programs like
"How to Teach Your Baby to Read," "Teach
Your Baby Math," and "How to Have a
Smarter Baby," or classes teaching infants to

th

swim or use computers, AH are driven by the
mistaken belief that "earlier is better," disregarding the natural stagesof child development.
Elkind
out that "There is no evidence
that such early instruction has lasting benefits,
and considerable evidence that it can do lasting
harm." He asserts that pushing a child into
structured learning before he has reached the
appropriate stage in his development will cause
frustration and low self-esteem, and can result
in a variety of psychological disorders later in
life.
While much damage is done by well-intentioned parents, Dr. Elkind believes that "The
threat of miseducation is greatest in public
schools." He presents much useful information
about child development and the appropriate
approach to early guidanceand teaching. Elkind
doses with a chapter on healthy education,
painting a detailed picture of the ideal preschool
or kindergarten, with guidelines for parental
selection.
Ill
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The Democratic Platform

The Republican Platform

We believe that the education of our citizens,
from Head Start to institutions of higher learndeserves our highest priority; and that
will judge the next administration less
by its success in building new weapons of war
than by its success in improving young minds.
We believe that this nation needs to invest in its
children on the front side of life by expanding
the availability of preschool education for
children at risk; to invest in its teachers through
training and enrichment programs, including a
National Teacher Corps to recruit teachers for
tomorrow, especially minorities, with scholar- hanced by . . . major increases in assistance
ships today; to commit itself for the first time to making child care more available ... thereby
the principle that no one should be denied the enabling parents to work and their children to
opportunity to attend college for financial get an early start on their education and
reasons; to ensure equal access to education by personal fulfillment.
providing incentives and mechanisms for the
***
equalization of financing among local school
districts within each state; to reverse cuts made
[The anti-drug effort] should include comprein compensatory reading, math and enrichment hensive programs to educate our children at the
services to low income children; and to expand earliest ages on the dangers of alcohol and drug
support for bilingual education, historically abuse.
Black and Hispanic institutions, the education
***
of those with special needs, the arts and
humanities, and an aggressive campaign to end
We believe that we honor our multicultural
illiteracy.
heritage by assuring equal access to government
***
services, employment, housing, business enterIt is time for America, within a strong prise and education to every citizen regardless
commitment to fiscal responsibility, to reassert of race, sex, national origin, religion, age,
progressive values and reinvest in its people, to handicapping condition or sexual orientation.
***
invest in new
in life-long education
and training.
The HIV/ AIDS epidemic is an unprece***
dented public health emergency requiring
Government should set the standard in increased support for . . . comprehensive
recognizing that worker productivity fa en- education and prevention.

The Public Broadcasting System (PBS) has
introduced a new blend of classroom instruction
with modem technology through the use of
videocassettes. "Cathedral," based on the book
by David Macaulay of the same name, is one
popular program offered in this PBS video
series.
In this one-hour video, students receive
instruction in medieval history, sociology, architecture, art,
and even military engiThis
can be used in 15-minute

Republican leadership has launched a new
era in American education. Our vision of
excellence has brought education back to
parents, back to basics, and back on a track of
excellence leading to a brighter and stronger
future for America.
Because education is the key to opportunity,
we must make America a nation of learners,
ready to compete in the rapidly changing world
of the future. Our goal is to combine traditional
values and enduring truths with the most
modern techniques and technology for teaching
and learning.
This challenge will be immense. For two
decades before 1981, poor public policies had
led to an alarming decline in performance in
our schools. Unfocused federal spending seemed
to worsen the situation, hamstringing education
with regulations, and wasting resources in
faddish programs top-heavy with administrative
overhead.
Then President Reagan and Vice President
Bush rallied our "nation at risk." The response
was in the best tradition of the American
people. In every State, indeed, in every community, individuals and organizations have
launched a neighborhood movement for education reform. It has brought together Americans
of every race and creed in a crusade for our
children's future. Since 1980, average salaries
for elementary and secondary telc'.chershave
increased to over $28,000, an increase of 20
percent after inflation. We can enhance this
record of accomplishment by committing ourselves to these principles:
® Parents have the primary right and responsibility for education. Private institutions, com-

deavor;" and "the architectural design, art, and
furnishings of the medieval French cathedrals
reflected an identifiable Gothic style."
Here is one example of the background
material from the study guide: "The art of
glassmaking reached its peak during medieval
segments if desired.
times. A master glazier oversaw the process of
The video takes students on a tour of the producing both pictorial and geometric colored
great gothic cathedrals of Chartres, Rheims, windows of all shapes and sizes. Medieval
Notre Dame and others. A narrator notes that glassmakers blew the molten glass, cooled it,
"great gothic cathedrals are still in use and for and then cut it into precise shapes, using
their original purpose," unlike many other
ancient structures such as the pyramids and the
medieval castles.
lnters1persectamong these tours is Macaulay's
historically-based fictional story which tells
about the planning, construction, and communiMany schools nationwide will celebrate
ties associated with these immense legacies Constitution Week from September 17-23
from
centuries ago. The excellent anima- commencing with Citizenship Day on Seption was done in England.
tember 17. Many of these observances win use
Each video includes a Teacher's Guide guides developed by the Commission on the
which contains lesson plans and supplementary Bicentennial of the United States Constitution.
information. The guide develops three concepts The Commission materials describe discussion
"around which teachers can plan and organize topics, learning activities, displays, assembly
dass or unit activities." For each concept, the programs and continuing education programs.
guide gives background information and a list Some of the Commission's suggestions include:
of detailed activities. Also included in the guide • Create an historical/ pictorial map of the
are a glossary, a bibliography/additional re- United States during the Founding Period.
sources list, and a list of available slide collec- Events relating to the Constitution and our
early government can be represented with
tions of medieval art and architecture.
The concepts developed in the guide are: simple graphics.
"the cathedral, designed to glorify God, became • Prepare bulletin boards focusing on the
not only a religious center, but a focus of the Constitution, the men who wrote this document,
city's society;" "the con~truction of the im- the rights and responsibilities of good citizenmense cathedrals required a work force of ship, the three branches of government, "We
creative artisans, tradespeople and laborers, the People."
cooperating in a complex engineering en- @ Display books relating to the Constitution,
the signers and historic people, places and
Illustrationsby David Macaulayfrom Cathedralby David Macaulay.Copyright© events that shaped the Constitution; create a
1973 by David Macaulay.Reprintedby permissionof HoughtonMiffiinCo,, Boston.
Constitution bookshelf.

munities, States, and the federal government
must support and stimulate that parental role.
We support the right of parents to educate their
children at home.
@I Choice and competition in education foster
quality and protect consumers' rights.
• Accountability and evaluation of performance at all levels of education is the key to
continuing reform in education. We must
reward excellence in learning, in teaching, and
in adminstration.
0 Values are the core of good education. A
free society needs a moral foundation for its
learning. We oppose any programs in public
schools which provide birth control or abortion
services or referrals. Our "first line of defense"
to protect our youth from contracting AIDS
and other sexually communicable diseases,
from teen pregnancy, and from illegal drug use
must be abstinence education. . ..
To compete globally, our society must prepare our children for the world of work. We
cannot allow one of every eight 17-year- olds to
remain functionally illiterate. We cannot allow
l million students to drop out of high school
every year, most of them without basic skills;
therefore, we must teach them reading, writing,
and mathematics. We must reestablish their
obligation to learn ....
In the 1960s and 1970s, we learned what
doesn't solve the problems of education: federal
financing and regimentation of our schools. In
the 1980s, we asserted what works: parental
responsibility, community support and local
control, good teachers and determined administrators, and a return to the basic values and
content of W estem civilization. That combination gave generations of Americans the
world's greatest opportunities for learning. 1t
can guarantee the same for future generations.
patterns drawn on a whitewashed bench. The
pieces were joined by lead strips and could fill
windows up to sixty feet high."
"Cathedral" sustains the attention of students, and adults will find it enjoyable and
instructive. PBS has also released "Castle,"
which uses the same video format, and plans to
release "Pyramid" in early 1989.
For more information, contact PBS Video,
1320 Braddock Place, Alexandria, VA 223141698, 800/424-7963.
Ii

Schools Celebrate
Constitution Week

e Prepare job descriptions for members of
Congress, Justices and the President; compare
these with requirements set forth by the Constitution.
e Serve the students with a "you are there"
view of history through reenactments of important events in the formation of the Constitution and our national government.
@ Conduct Constitution information surveys or
opinion polls among other students, teachers
and parents. The results can be published in a
student newspaper or discussed in class.
Every year since 1955, Congress has designated and the President has proclaimed Constitution Week.
Ill
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A good selection of readings
for children in kindergarten
through grade
3 might include:
-

Behind ihe Back of the Mountain: Black Folktalesfrom Southern Africa, Verna Aardema
Aesop for Children,Aesop
Hans Christian Andersen's Fairy Tales, Hans
Christian Andersen
Anna's Alphabet and Anna's Counting House,
Mitsumasa Anno
Wiley and the Hairy Man, Molly Bang
Once in Puerto Rico, Pura Belpre
Madeline books, Ludwig Bemelmans
The Three Billy Goats Gruff, Susan Blair
Freddy the Detective, Walter R. Brooks
The Pied Piper of Hamelin, Robert Browning
The Story of Babar, the Little Elephant Jean de
Brunhoff
Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel and The
Little House, VirginiaLee Burton
The Very Hungry Caterpillar,Eric Carle
Jack and the Three Sillies, Richard Chase
Tbe Rs.mona and Henry Huggins books, Beverly Cleary
Adventures cf Pi,wcchw, C~rlo Collodi
Chanticleer and the Fox, Barb:ull.Cooney
The Courage of Sarah Noble, Alice Dalgliesh
Book of Nursery and Mother Goose Rhymes,
Marguerite De Angeli
Drummer Hoff, Barbara Emberley
Ask Mister Bear, MarjorieFlack
The 'FVhipping
Boy, Sid Fleischman
Millions of Cats, Wanda Gag
The Three Bears, retold by Paui Galdone
Stone Fox, John Reynolds Gardiner
Grimm's Fairy Tales, Jacob and Wilhelm
Grimm
The Wonder Book, Nathaniel Hawthorne
One Fine Day, Nonny Hogrogrian
Little Red Riding Hood, retold by Trina Schart
Hyman

John Henry: An American Legend and The
Snowy Day, Ezrn Jack Keats
Pews Bill,.Steven Kellogg
Jusf So S:ci·ies,Rudyard Kipling
The Arabian Nights ar,d Aladdin and the
Wonderful Lamp, Andrew Lang
I¾pingDown the Valley Wild, Nancy Larrick
The Stc1y of Ferdinand, lV[umo Leaf
Pippi Longstocking books, Astrid Lindgren
Swimmy, Leo Lionni
Frog and Toad Together,Arnold Lobel
Mrs Piggle-Wiggle,BettyMacDonald
Make Way for Ducklings and Blueberries/or
Sal, Robert McCloskey
Every Time I Climb a Tree, poems by David
McCord
Anansi the Spider: A Tale from the Ashanti,
retold by Gerald McDermott
When We Were Very Young and Winnie-thePooh, A A Milne
Amelia Bedelia, PeggyParish
Cinderella,Charles Perrault
The Tale of Peter Rabbil Beatrix Potter
Ride a Purple Pelican and Read Aloud Rhymes
for the Very Young, Jack Prelutsky
:-;zementineand She Be Comin' 'Round the
Mountain, Robert Quackenbush
Curious George books, H. A Rey
The Dancing Stars:An Iroquois Legend, Anne
Rockwell
Where the Wild Things Are and Chicken Soup
withRice, Maurice Sendak
The Cat in the Hal Green Eggs and Ham,
Horton Hatches the Egg~and others by Dr.
Seuss
Capsfor Sale, Esphyr Slobodkina
Noah'sArk, Peter Spier
Abel's Island and Sylvester and the Magic

a

Pebble, WiHiam Steig
A Child's Garden of Verses, Robert Louis
Stevenson
East O' the Sun and West O'
Gudrun
Thome-Thomsen
Brian Wildsmith's Illustrated Bible
Philip Turner
Alexander and the
Horrible,No
Very Bad Day, Judith Viorst
Ira Sleeps Over, Bernard W aber
Charlotte's Web and Stuart Little, E. B. White
Little House books, Laura Ingalls Wilder
The VelveteenRabbit, Margery Williams
Crow Boy, Taro Yashima
Owl Moon and The Seeing Stick, Jane Yolen
Rumpelstiltskin, retold by Paul 0. Zelinsky
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Misty of Chincoteague and Brighty of the
Grand Canyon, Marguerite Henry
At the Top of My Voice and Other Poems,
Felice Holmon
The Phantom Tollbooth, Norton Juster
The Trumpeterof Krakow, Eric Kelly
The Jungle Book and Captains Courageous,
Rudyard Kipling
Lassie Come-Home, Eric Knight
From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E
Frankweiler, E. L. Konigsburg
Tales from Shakespeare, Charles and Mary
Lamb
The Rainbow Fairy b'ooks, Andrew Lang
A Wrinkle in Time, Madeleine L'Engle
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe, C. S.
Lewis
The Call of the Wild, Jack London
Castle and Cathedral, David Macaulay
Sarah, Plain and Tall Patricia Maclachlan
Paul Bunyan Swings His Axe, Den J. McConnick
Snow Treasure;Marie McSwigan
The Borrower:,~Mary Norton
Hailstones and R1libut Banes, poerns by Mary
Cr"Neill
Bridge to Terabithia and ':'he Great Gilly
Hopkins, Katherine Paterson
'lctlesof Mystery ond Imagination, Edgar Allan
Poe
The Merry Adventures of Robin Hood, Howard
Pyle
The Westing Game, Ellen Raskin
Wheve the Red Fem Grows, 'Nilson Rawls
Bambi, Felix Salten
Abe Lincoln Grows Up and Rootabaga Stories,
Carl Sandburg
A good selection. of readings Cricket in Times Square, George Selden
for children in grades 4 through Black Beauty, Anna Sewell
A Day of Pleasure:Stories of a Boy Growing up
6 might include:
in Warsaw, Isaac Bashevis Singer
Call It Courage, Armstrong Sperry
Born Free, Joy Adamson
Heidi, Johanna Spyri
Little Women, Louisa May Alcott
Treasure Island, Robert Louis Stevenson
Sounder, William ff Armstrong
American Tall-Tale Animals, Adrien StoutTHck Everlasting,Natalie Eabbltt
enburg
Peter Pan, J M, Barrie
The Nutcracker,' A Stmy and o Ballet Ellen
Crickets and Bullfrogs and Whispers of
Svvitzer
Th.unde1:·
Poems and Pictures, Harry Behn Whats the Big Idea.,Ben Franklin? and Where
Stories of the Gods and Heroes; Sally Benson
f'Vi1sPatrick Hen,y on the 29th of May?,
Sundiata: The Epic of the Lion King, Roland
MargotTomes
Bertol
Swiss Family Robinson, Johann Wyss
The Dog Days of Arthur Cane, T. Ernesto
Bethancourt
Doctor Coyote: A Native American Aesop's
Fables, relold by John Bierhorst
The Secret Gardin, Frances Hodgson Burnett
The Summer of the Swans, Betsy Byars
A New Treasury of Children's Poetry: Old
Favorites and New Discoveries, edited by
Joanna Cole
Prairie Songs, Pamela Conrad
James and the Giant Peach and Charlie and the
ChocolateFactory, Roald Dahl
The Black Stallion, 'INalter Farley
Thor and the Giants, Anita Feagles
Great Brain books, John D. Fitzgerald
Harriet the Spy, Louise Fitzhugh
Johnny Tremain,Esther
Selections from Poor Richard's Almanack,
Benjamin Franklin
Lincoln: A Photobiography,Russell Freedman
And Then What Happened, Paul Revere?,Jean
Fritz
A Swinger of Birches: Poems of Robert Frost
A good selection of readings
for Young People, Robert Frost
for children in grades 7 and 8
Julie of the Wolves, Jean Craighead George
The Wind in the Willows, Kenneth Grahame might indude:
Mythology, Edith Hamilton
The People Could Fly: American Black Folk
the Caged Bird Sings, Maya
Tales, VirginiaHamilton

The Vogage of the Lucky Dragon, Jack Bennett
A Gathering of Days: A New England Girl's
Journal, 1830-32, Joan W. Blos
The MoJJesMake the Man, Bruce Brooks
Alice's Adventures in Wonderlandand Through
the Looking Glass, Lewis Carroll
Neighbor Rosicky, Willa Cather
The Dark is Rising, Susan Cooper
The Red Badge of Courage, Stephen Crane
Madame Curie:A Biography, Eve Curie
Robinson Crusoe, Daniel Defoe
Great Expectations, Charles Dickens
I'm Nobody! Who are you?, Emily Dickinson
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes and The Lost
World, Arthur Conan Doyle
The Count of Monte Cristo and The Three
lvlusketeers, Alexandre Dumas
My Family and Other Animals, Gerald Durrell
The Fun of It: Random Records of My Own
Flying and of Women in Aviation, Amelia
Earhart
The Refugee Summer, Edward Fenton
Washington: The Indispensable Man, James
Thomas Flexner
Diary of a Young Girl, Anne Frank
You Come Too, Robert Frost
Spin a Soft Black Song, Nikki Giovanni
A Raisin in the Sun, Lorrnine Hansberry
The House of Se,Jer,Gables, r,Tath;mielHa·Hthorae
The Old MaYI and Ll-ieSea, Ernest Hemingway
The Gift of the Magi and Other Siories, 0,
Henry
Kon-Ti!cl Thor Heyerdahl
Legend Days, Jamake Highwater
Thunder of the Gods, Dorothy Hosford
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow and Rip Van
Wii,kle, WashingtonIrving
Story of My Life, Helen Keller
Kim, Rudyard Kipling
To Kill a Mockingbird, Harper Lee
Good Night Mr, Tom, Michelle Magorian
Mutiny on the Bounty, Charles Nordhoff and J.
N.Hall

Island of the Blue Dolphins, Scott O'Dell
The Scarlet Pimpemel Baroness Emma Orczy
The Complete Tales and Poems, Edgar Allan
Poe
The Chosen, Chaim Potok
The Yearling;MarjorieKinnan Rawlings
The Light in the Forest, Conrad Richter
The Little Prince, Antoine de Saint-Exupery
Early Moon, Carl Sandburg
Shane, 1ack Schaefer
Ivar.hoe,Sir -waiter Scott
Plays and sonnet:,,,VliHiam Shakespeare
Frankenstein,Mary Shelley
Upon the Head of the Goa~ Aranka Siegal
The Red Pony and The Pearl, John Steinbeck
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,
Robert Louis Stevenson
Roll of Thunder,Hear My Cry, Mildred Taylor
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court
and The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, M:ark
Twain
Journey Home, Yoshiko Uchida
The Story of Mankind, Hendrik Van Loon
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, Mysterious
Islancl and Around the World in Eighty
Days, Jules Verne
Up From Slavery, Booker T, Washington
The Time Machine, H. G. WeHs
Ethan Frome, Edith Wharton
The Sword in the Stone and The Once and
Future Ki,:,g,T. H. White
The Bridge of San Luis Rey, Thornton Wilder
The Virginian,Owen Wister
Dragonwings, Laurence Yep
These lists are part of the booklet entitled
James Madison Elementary School: A Curriculum for American Students, published by
Secretary William J. Bennett, U.S.Department
a/Education,400Ma:y/andAve., SW, Washington, D.C., 20202, August 1988.

